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UNTIL recently, there were only three sources to which students interested in the 
relationship- if any- between Weill and Schoenberg could safely be referred: Weill's 
published writings, 1 his music,2 and Schoenberg's gloss on a Feuilletonitem by Weill :'~ 

To these sources might be added a few scraps of more-or-less reliable hearsay. 
The first source remains the largest, and although it is no longer the most revealing, 

it serves an indispensable purpose. References to Schoenberg in Weill's contributions 
to the Berlin radio journal Der deutsche Rundfunk during the crucial years 1925-7 are 
quite numerous and uniformly positive, whether his subject be the. composer of 
Gurrelieder or of Pierrot Lunaire. 'Selbst seine Gegner', he wrote in the issue of 28 
February 1926, 'mtissen in ihm die reinste, edelste KtinstlerpersonaliUit und die 
starkste Geistigkeit des heutigen Musiklebens anerkennen.' [Even his opponents have 
to recognise in him the purest and most noble artistic personality and the strongest 
mind in today's musicallife.J4 

No such awe informs the handful of published references to Schoenberg that Weill 
permitted himselfin his Broadway years. Nevertheless, one trace of the early attitude 
survives in an inverted form: whereas the Weill ofFebruary 1926lauded a Schoenberg 
'der einen Erfolg zu Lebzeiten fast als einen Ruckschritt seiner Kunst betrachtet' [who 
regards success in his own lifetime almost as a setback for his art] , the Weill of 1940 
declared that whereas he himself composed 'for today' and didn't 'give a damn for pos
terity', Schoenberg wrote 'for a time 50 years after his death' .5 Merely attributed to 
Weill by the writer of a newspaper article - and indebted, perhaps, to a view of 
posterity already offered to the American public by Stravinsky - Weill's most celebra
ted aperPJ fulfills a need but lacks a context. Whether a relevant one is provided by 
another remark attributed to Weill is a matter of opinion: as recalled some thirty years 
later by no less an authority than T. W . Adorno,6 Weill apparently suggested that his 
'way' was the only valid alternative to Schoenberg's. Flattering on all three sides, it is 
the kind of drastic formulation that serves its defensive purposes without inhibiting 
conversation . Although the remark, if authentic, must have appealed to Adorno's dia-
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lectical imagination, it was not necessarily calculated to do so, and certainly cannot be 
brushed aside as opportunistic. Weill's experience ofSchoenberg may well have been 
remote in time, yet it had played a significant if restricted part in his creative develop
ment (and indeed in his early musical life, as we shall see). 

According to Heinrich StrobeF - who may simply have been relaying information 
from Weill himself- the (lost) symphonic poem of 1919 based on Rilke' s Die Weise von 
Liebe und Tod des Cornets Christoph Rilke was influenced by Schoenberg's Pelleas und 
Melisande. The first known traces ofSchoenbergian interests appear in the second and 
third movements of the Cello Sonata, which date from the summer of 1920.8 While 
there is no irrefutable evidence that Weill at this stage had studied Schoenberg's op.9 
and 10 - rather than merely read about them and seen a few music examples- the 
influence of the Kammersymphonie, op.9, on Weill's one--movement Symphony of 1921 
is unmistakable, as is the intervention of Busoni in the Symphony's final chorale-
fantasy . Apart from the scherzo of the Divertimento, op.5 (1921-22) - some of whose 
non-tonal material pre-dates Weill's studies with Busoni- the 'new classicality' of 
Busoni now ousted all overt Schoenbergian influences (though the impressive and 
technically demanding Recordare, op.11, for unaccompanied four-part chorus and chil
dren's chorus, surely acknowledges the precedent of Schoenberg's Friede azif Erden, 
op.13). 

In so far as Weill was liberated by Busoni's death in 1924, it was in the non-tonal 
direction indicated by the first movement of his Violin Concerto, op.12, of the same 
year. In a letter to Lotte Lenya of 28 October 1925 he described a disastrous perform
ance of the work in his native town ofDessau and declared that the piece presupposed 
knowledge ofSchoenberg and was (therefore?) far above the heads of the local public.9 

Although from a strictly musical point of view no Schoenberg influence is audible in the 
Concerto, the sense ofSchoenberg's spiritual leadership to which Weill's radio notes of 
February 1926 pay tribute is perhaps implicit in some of the Concerto's characteristic 
attitudes. 

With his discovery- partly a rediscovery- of his own tonal voice in 1926-27, Weill 
removed himself from anything suggestive of Schoenberg. Yet it was precisely in this 
period that personal encounters would have been almost inevitable. Once Schoenberg 
had succeeded to Busoni's position as director of the Masterclass in Composition at the 
Prussian Academy of Arts, the circle of their mutual acquaintances was notably 
enlarged - in addition to Fritz Stiedry, who was more than a mere 'acquaintance' of 
both composers, and Scherchen, who was a key figure for Weill, there were links 
through several composers and critics, including H. H. Stuckenschmidt, Heinz 
Tiessen, Stefan Wolpe, and Wladimir Vogel (a close friend ofWeill since the Busoni 
days). Towards the end of 1927 - that is to say, some months after Weill's Mahagonny 
Songspiel and Berg's Lyric Suite had been the outstanding successes at Hindemith's 
international 'chamber music' festive! in Baden-Baden -Schoenberg recommended 
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Weill, unsuccessfully, for membership of the Prussian Academy of Arts, together with 
Zemlinsky, Tiessen, Berg, Webern, Hauer, Kaminski, and Krenek. 10 Schoenberg 
would certainly have known of Weill's friendly words in Der deutsche Rundfunk, and 
may even have heard one or two of his pieces at concerts presented by such bodies as 
the (very active) Berlin section of the International Society for Contemporary Music. 

That was all changed by Die Dreigroschenoper and its sensational success in Septem
ber 1928. According to some of the younger members ofhis Masterclass, 11 Schoenberg 
was affronted and felt betrayed: to the Masterclass he declared - or, as some would 
have it, demonstrated- that Weill as a composer of'Unterhaltungsmusik' was immea
surably inferior to Lehar. This was still his position five years later. At that time, both 
he and Weill were refugees in Paris; but whereas Weill was the toast of the salons 
there, Schoenberg was in every sense an outsider. 'Franz Lebar, yes', he told Virgil 
Thomson, 12 'Weill, no. His is the only music in the world in which I can find no quality 
at all.' 

Although an unknown item entitled 'Der Musiker Weill' was listed in 1960 by Josef 
Rufer in his catalogue of the Schoenberg Nachlass, 13 a further 20 years were to pass 
before any notice was taken of it (my own earlier attempts to obtain a copy of it having 
been only half-heartedly pursued, perhaps for fear of what might be uncovered). In 
1980 Professor Alexander Ringer published an essay, 'Schoenberg, Weill and Epic 
Theatre', 14 which reproduced and discussed the item catalogued by Rufer- a news
paper cutting, without date or source, containing a short article by Weill, copiously and 
angrily annotated by Schoenberg. Though not identified as such by Professor Ringer, 
Weill's article was in fact an excerpt from a symposium for serious-minded 12-year
olds, published on Christmas Day 1928 by the Berliner Tageblatt. Both as a would-be 
humourous sally and as a light-hearted, not to say irresponsible, disavowal ofWagner, 
it could hardly have been better calculated to upset Schoenberg. 

In 1980 it had seemed that the material published by Professor Ringer was likely to 
constitute the third and last source for our knowledge of the constant if vacillating 
relationship between the two composers. In 1989, however, the Kurt Weill Foundation 
for Music acquired a substantial collection ofWeill's letters to his family, the majority 
dating from formative years about which little had hitherto been known. Indeed, the 
very existence of the letters had been unsuspected until about two years beforehand. 
Now that they are available for research, they are proving revelatory in many respects, 
not least with regard to our present topic. 

First, however, a word about Weill's early musical education. The bare facts have 
long been known: initial studies in Dessau (1917-18) with the conductor and pianist 
Albert Bing, a pupil of Pfitzner and a close family friend of the Weills, followed by a 
year (1918- 19) at the Hochschule fur Musik in Berlin, studying composition with 
Humperdinck and conducting with Krasselt. Weill's reasons for interrupting his stu
dies at the Hochschule had always been a matter for reasonable surmise, based on a few 
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remarks and asides in the handful oflong-familiar letters to his parents and to his sister 
Ruth. From the latter source we have also known of his interest in Schreker both as 
composer and as teacher- an interest spanning the winter of 1919-20 and connnected 
with hopes or dreams of finding some way of studying with Schreker in Vienna. Until 
now it has been assumed that the Vienna plan was postponed for financial reasons and 
then dropped after the first news, or rumours, that Schreker would be moving to Berlin 
in the early autumn of 1920 and taking over the direction of the Hochschule fur Musik. 
Weill's return to Berlin in September 1920 seemed to support that assumption, though 
there was (and still is) no record of his having applied to the Hochschule for re
admission. By December he had entrusted his future to Busoni and the Academy of 
Arts. 

In the course of a brief discussion with the present writer some 30 years ago, 
Hermann Scherchen spoke of Weill bringing the score of a string quartet to him in the 
'early' 1920s. At that stage I knew of no quartet by Weill prior to his op.S of 1923, and 
so it did not occur to me to ask Scherchen whether he had played any part in Weill's 
modulation from Schreker to Busoni. The newly discovered letters explain everything. 
Most of them are addressed toW eill' s brother Hanns, who was a year older than Weill 
but obviously respectful of his musical, literary, and philosophical outlook. It is clear 
that Hanns was passionately interested in music, and not without technical training. 

On 13 June 1919 Weill informed Hanns that he would be seeing Humperdinck next 
day with very mixed feelings, chiefly because he was unsure how he would receive the 
news of his intended withdrawal from the Hochschule, and wanted to avoid a row. 
Krasselt too, he believed, would be astonished: 'doch das hilft nichts; 3 Semester Hoch
schule genilgen fur meine Ansprilche' [but that doesn't change things; 3 semesters in 
the Hochschule are sufficient for my requirements]. At the beginning of the following 
week he would be meeting Scherchen; and by the end of it he hoped to have a better idea 
of where he stood. Meanwhile he would be putting some questions to the Academy of 
Arts in Vienna. 

On 20 June Weill sent Hanns news of that morning's momentous meeting with 
Scherchen: 

Er riet mir naturlich auch, nach Wien zu gehen, allerdings kennt er Schreker 
wenig, meint aber, es gabe eigentlich nur einen, bei dem ein begabter Mensch ( er 
hatte mein Streichquartett ftuchtig durchgelesen) noch etwas Iemen konnte, u. 
bei dem ich uberhaupt erst begreife, was die Jungen in der Musik sind u. wollen: 
Arnold Schonberg, der anerkannte Apostel einer neuen Musik, der in einer Pri
vatkompositionsschule ganz fabelhaftes leistet. Er begreift seine Schuler sofort, 
macht sie auf die geringsten Schwachen aufmerksam, eroffnet einem ganz fabel
hafte neue Gesichtspunkte u. unterjocht seine Schuler nicht seiner eigenen 
Rich tung, wie es Pfitzner u. viele andere tun. Ich selbst hatte ja von vornherein 
die Absicht, auch einmal diese Schule in Wien aufzusuchen. Ich konnte dann 
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daneben meine pianistischen Fahigkeiten vervollkommnen. Doch kostet dieses 
Privatstudium wahrscheinlich soviel Geld, dal3 bei mir garnicht daran zu denken 
ist, wenigstens vorlaufig nicht. Ich bin nun erst recht unentschlossen, denn hier 
kann ich kaum bleiben. Jedenfaiis schreibe ich heute noch an Schonberg. 

[Naturally, he too advised me to go to Vienna; he doesn't know Schreker very 
well, but thinks there is really only one man from whom a talented person (he had 
looked fleetingly at my string quartet) could still learn something, and the very 
first through whom I would really understand who the Young Ones in music are, 
and what they want to be: Arnold Schoenberg, the acknowledged apostle of new 
music, who accomplishes fantastic things in a private school for composition. He 
understands his pupils at once, points out even their smallest weaknesses, opens 
up fantastic new points of view, and does not put them under a yoke and pull them 
in his own direction, the way Pfitzner and many others do. From the start it was 
my intention to visit this school in Vienna at some time or other. Then, at the 
same time, I could perfect my pianistic abilities. But probably this private study 
would cost so much that I couldn't think of it, at least for the time being. Now I'm 
all the more undecided, because I can hardly remain here. In any case, I shall write 
to Schoenberg today.] 

The following week was a turbulent one for Weill. It is clear from the extensive 
and remarkable letter he wrote to his brother on 27 June 1919 that he was still a long 
way from resolving the struggle between his innermost wishes and his sense of what 
was practicable. His argument with himself begins thus: 

Immer wieder walze ich es mir durch den Kopf: Kannst Du hier bleiben? Und 
immer die Antwort: Nach Wien! Und dann jedesmal die Enttauschung: es ist 
ziemlich ein Ding der Unmoglichkeit flir mich, diesen Plan jetzt zu verwirk
lichen. 

[Again and again the question runs through my head: Can you remain here? And 
always the answer: To Vienna! And then each time the disappointment: it's pretty 
well impossible for me at present to realise such a plan.] 

Impossible for financial reasons, of course; and for the same reasons he has been 

'seriously' considering wintering in the Dessau opera house, in order to gain more 
conducting experience, and prepare himself for the 'massive' experience of Vienna 
and studies with Schoenberg. But Dessau would be a last resort. He thanks provi
dence for his interest in 'the New': 

Strauss ist verblasst. Denke Dir alles, was an Strauss, unecht, trivial, iibertlincht, 
gesucht ist, ersetzt durch hochste Modernitat im Mahlerschen Sinne, durch tief
sten Herausschopfen aus einer grossen Personlichkeit: dann hast Du Arnold 
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Schonberg, so wie ich ihn jetzt a us seinen 'Gurre-Liedern' kennen lerne ... Dieses 
Werk, und Cassirers Vorlesung i.iber Spinoza, 15 haben mir meine Ruhe erhalten 
in den inneren Kampfen. Wie es nun kommt, es ist mir recht, aber nach Wien 
muss ich - fri.iher oder spater. - Es ist etwas so Neues, was dieser Schonberg mir 
bringt, class ich ganz sprachlos war. 

[Strauss has faded. Think of everything in Strauss that is false, trivial, 
veneered and contrived being replaced by the finest kind of modernism, in Mah
ler's sense, as the result of a great personality expressing itself in the most 
profound way: then you have Arnold Schoenberg as I am getting to know him 
now from his 'Gurre-Lieder' ... Together with Cassirer's lecture on Spinoza, this 
work has kept me calm amidst inner struggles. I don't mind how it comes about, 
but - sooner or later - I must go to Vienna. What this man Schoenberg brings to 
me is something so new that I was quite speechless.] 

By 3 July Weill is reporting that Bing has returned to his earlier recommendation 
that he go to Munich- much less expensive than Vienna - to study composition with 
Pfitzner and conducting with Bruno Walter. An even cheaper alternative would be to 
study both composition and conducting in Cologne with Hermann Wetzler, a Hump
erdinck pupil of Straussian persuasion, from whom Weill nevertheless believed he 
could profit 'kolossal'. Finally the retirement of the aged and arch-conservative Her
mann Kretschmar ( 1848-1924) from his post as Director of the Hochschule fUr 
Musik in Berlin added fuel to his and Scherchen's hopes of a modernist coup in that 

dusty institution. 
On 14 July Weill wrote from Berlin to his brother: 

Hatte ich Dir eigentlich geschrieben, class ich von Schonberg aus Wien eine 
i.iberaus nette Karte hatte, in der er mir in der vornehmsten Weise Entgegen
kommen in jeder Hinsicht anki.indigt? Die Karte ist so modern abgefasst, class wir 
hier, aber auch die Eltern, ganz begeistert davon sind. Ich werde den Wortlaut im 
nachstem Brief senden. Trotzdem werde ich vor dem nachsten Fri.ihjahr kaum 
nach Wien konnen u. habe auch schon in diesem Sinne an Schonberg geschrieben. 

[Did I write to tell you that Schoenberg sent me from Vienna an extremely 
nice card in which he announces, in the most noble fashion, that he will accommo
date me in every way. The card is so modern in its formulations that all of us here, 
and our parents as well, are most enthusiastic about it. In my next letter I will 
give you the actual words. All the same there is little chance of my getting to 
Vienna before next spring, and I've already written to tell Schoenberg that.] 

So ends the Schoenberg/Vienna story, as far as Weill's known correspondence is 
concerned. The 'next letter' to Hanns has not survived; and no trace of the Weill
Schoen berg correspondence has yet come to light. Subsequent events are not, how-
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ever, hard to surmise. In that same letter of 14 July, Scherchen is quoted as telling 
him that a big upheaval at the Hochschule is imminent, because of the appointment of 
a 'very modern composer' to whom W eill could safely entrust himself. ' Ich glaube 
nicht daran' , commented Weill; and events proved him right. Although the 'very 
modern composer' was probably Schreker, another year was to pass before his 
appointment to the Hochschule was announced and plans for a wholesale reorgani
zation were drawn up. 

All else having indeed failed, Weill duly returned to Dessau, where Bing's new 
Generalmusikdirektor was Hans Knappertsbusch. After three months Weill left to 
take up a conducting post for which Humperdinck had recommended him. By the 
summer of 1920 economic conditions in Germany, and the domestic circumstances of 
the Weill family, had surely put paid to his dreams of studying in Vienna- but how 
telling that 'The Song of the Wood Dove' from the Gurreliederends the programme of 
twentieth-century Lieder and piano music (Reger, Schreker, Pfitzner and Weill) which 
he gave with the soprano Elizabeth Feuge on 22 June 1920! Specially devised for the 
concert series promoted by the music society which his brother Hanns was directing in 
Halberstadt, the programme served among other things as a kind of personal state
ment at a time of crucial transition. 

Whatever significance Weill may have attributed to the official announcement of 
Schreker' s apointment to the Hochschule - and news of that must have reached him by 
July 1920- it would be surprising if his enthusiasm were quite the same as a year 
before. All the stronger, therefore, must have been the impact of the subsequent 
announcement that Busoni would be leaving the Swiss Canton to which he had exiled 
himself during the war, and returning at long last to his Berlin home, in order to take 
up a highly influential position- an event for which Scherchen had been campaigning 
with his customary vigour. If, however, Weill had been led to believe that Busoni was 
still in some sense to be identified with Schoenberg's cause, he was soon to discover his 
error. 

The concept ofWeill as a pupil ofSchoenberg, like that of Britten as a pupil of Berg, 
is not without a certain cryptic charm. Whether or not there is anything more to it 
remains to be demonstrated. 
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